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a Look at pages 4–5. Read and write the correct word on the lines. The first one has been 
done for you.

      

1 You have to do this to live.  breathe

2 Animals make this for their babies.  

3 When an animal tries to catch and kill other animals. 

4 A very hot, dry place.  

5 It is red and moves inside the body.  

6 It is hot and wet with lots of plants and trees. 

a Look at pages 6–7. Read the sentences. Write T (true) or F (false). The first one has been 
done for you.

1 Reptiles live in most parts of the Earth. T  4 Most reptiles have scales on their bodies. 

2 Some reptiles live on land and some   5 No reptiles have a shell.  
live in the water. 

3 All reptiles breathe in the water.  6 All reptiles eat other animals. 

b Look at pages 8–9. Read and write the correct word on the lines.

      

Many animals have warm 1  blood . This helps them to stay warm. 2   

have cold blood. They sit in the 3   to get warm. Reptiles do not move a lot when it is 

4  . A Komodo dragon has a 5   body, which helps it to stay warm. 

The nose-horned chameleon is very 6  . It gets cold quickly.

1

blood breathe desert hunt nest rainforest

2

big blood cold reptiles small sun
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a Work in small groups. Look at pages 10–21. Read and circle the correct answers. The first 
one has been done for you.

1 Do all reptiles lay eggs?

  a Yes b Most of them c Some

2 How do reptiles live in the desert?

  a  hunt in the day b move slowly. c stay under the sand. 
when it is hot.

3 Which reptile does not move when it waits for its prey?

  a camian b chameleon c viper

4 Which reptile looks for food in the water but lives on the land?

  a marine iguana b sea snake c sea turtle

5 How does a lizard stay safe?

  a It changes colour. b It runs very fast. c It tries to look big.

6 Why can snakes eat big prey?

  a They have big mouths. b They are very long c They have venom. 

b Look at pages 22–27. Write C (crocodiles), L (Draco lizards) or T (green turtles) on the lines.

1 The cleaner fish eat the parasites on their shells. T

2 They can change their bodies to make wings. 

3 They can glide from tree to tree.  

4 They can jump out of the water to catch their prey. 

5 They have very good eyes and ears.  

6 Very small animals, called parasites, live on them. 
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